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Abstract ņ In this paper, a novel compact
microstrip Low-Pass Filter (LPF) with a wide
rejection-band and sharp roll-off using a starshaped resonator is presented. The proposed LPF
provides some significant features, such as simple
structure, low insertion-loss less than 0.1 dB from
DC to 2.391 GHz in the pass-band and expanded
stop-band with an attenuation level better than -20
dB from 2.842 GHz up to 20.65 GHz. The
transition band is 0.27 GHz from 2.57 GHz to 2.84
GHz, with corresponding attenuation levels of -3
dB and -20 dB, respectively. The filter with a -3
dB cutoff frequency of 2.57 GHz has been
designed, fabricated and tested, where the
measurement results are in good agreement with
the simulation results. The overall size of the
proposed LPF is only 11.4 mm u 13.6 mm.
Index Terms – Low-pass filter, microstrip, sharp
roll-off and wide rejection band.

I. INTRODUCTION
Low-Pass Filters (LPFs) are widely used in the
microwave and wireless communication systems.
Recently, the design of filters in the microwave
applications is based on the microstrip
transmission lines incorporating with the Defected
Ground Structures (DGSs), or Photonic Band Gap
tructures (PBG) [1]. A DGS unit is realized by
etching off a simple shape defect from the ground
plane that modifies the transmission line
characteristics (capacitance and inductance),
achieves slow-wave effect and band-stop property
and causes size reduction [2-3]. PBG is done by
etching a set of periodic defects in the ground
plane of a microstrip structure. These PBG
structures have the character of producing band
gaps or stop-bands that shape the filter response.

In addition, they have the property of slowing
down the propagating electromagnetic waves [4].
The PBG structures require many parameters to
design of the desirable filter characteristics and it
is difficult to derive an equivalent circuit model,
whereas DGS needs a less parameter to design and
is easy to obtain and evaluate its equivalent circuit
and model [1]. However, by considering the fact
that the ground plane is etched, this structure does
not provide the mechanical robustness against
strains [5]. Also, DGS causes the electromagnetic
radiations that lead to scattering power
dissipations [6]. To meet the size requirement of
the modern microwave circuits, several techniques
have been proposed [7]. The Invasive Weed
Optimization (IWO) approach has been applied to
miniaturize the Step Impedance Transmission
Lines (SITL) in [8], but it doesn’t have sharp rolloff response and wide stop-band. To obtain ultrawide rejection-band, triangular and polygonal
patch resonators with the meander transmission
line, are implemented in [9-11], but these LPFs
aren’t compact enough. The Stepped Impedance
Low-Pass Filter (SI-LPF) using back-to-back Cshaped and triple C-shaped units in [12] is
introduced. Despite having a small physical size, it
suffers from a gradual transition-band. In [13], a
stepped impedance LPF using hairpin resonator
with radial stubs, with intrinsic wide stop-band
characteristics was employed. However, its rolloff rate is unsuitable.
In this paper, by combining the star-shaped
resonator with the C-shaped stubs to suppress
spurious harmonics, the designed LPF not only has
a compact circuit size and sharp transition-band,
but also has a wide stop-band with the attenuation
level better than -20 dB. In addition, it has low
insertion-loss less than 0.1 dB in the pass-band. To
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reduce the circuit size of the filter, the meander
transmission lines are adopted in the design of the
low-pass filter.

II. FILTER DESIGN
A. Resonator design
In order to obtain a sharper roll-off, it is
desirable to use a resonator structure with an
elliptic function response, shown in Fig. 1. The
microstrip realization of the lumped L-C element
is to be approximated by use of short lengths of
high and low impedance lines, illustrated in Fig. 2
[14].

Fig. 1. A lumped element prototype low-pass
resonator with an elliptic-function.

where FC is the cutoff frequency, ȜG, and ȜG# are the
guided wavelength of high and low impedance
lines at the cutoff frequency and :, and :#
represent the characteristic impedance of high and
low impedance lines, respectively. This resonator
has a sharp transition band, but the return-loss and
insertion loss in the pass-band are not suitable
enough. To improve the performance of the
structure, a star shaped resonator is proposed, as
shown in Fig. 3. The simulation result of Sparameters of the star-shaped resonator is shown
in Fig. 4.

Fig. 3. Layout of the proposed star-shaped
resonator.

Fig. 2. Microstrip realization of the elliptic function
prototype low-pass resonator.
The values of the parameters of the low and
high impedance lines can be extracted using
methods presented in [14]:
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Fig. 4. S-parameters simulation of the proposed
star-shaped resonator.
The accomplished comparison between
frequency response of the proposed resonator and
the prototype resonator shown in Fig. 5, indicates
that the proposed resonator has a better pass-band
response than the prototype resonator. As
illustrated in Fig. 5, the star-shaped resonator has a
return-loss better than -17.5 dB and an insertion-
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loss better than 0.1 dB, whereas the prototype
resonator has a return-loss better than -12 dB and
an insertion loss better than 0.3 dB.

the pass-band becomes worse from -17 dB to -13.9
dB. As illustrated in Fig. 8, due to reducing the
physical size of the resonator by decreasing l4 from
2.7 mm to 1.7 mm, the transmission zero near the
pass-band changes from 2.92 GHz to 3.476 GHz,
which leads to a gradual transition-band. While by
increasing l4 from 2.7 mm to 3.7 mm, the
mentioned transmission zero changes from 2.92
GHz to 2.559 GHz, which results in a sharper
transition-band. Therefore, these parameters are
significant to optimize some attributes of the
resonator.

Fig. 5. Comparison between S-Parameters
simulation of the prototype and proposed
resonators.
As demonstrated in Fig. 6, the star-shaped
resonator has a return-loss better than -17 dB in
the pass-band, whereas the triangular has a returnloss better than -12 dB in the pass-band; therefore,
this significant specification implies the
superiority of the proposed resonator by
comparison with the triangular resonator.

Fig. 7. S-parameters simulation of the proposed
resonator as a function of l2.

Fig. 6. Comparison between S-Parameters
simulation of the triangular and proposed
resonators.

Fig. 8. S-parameters simulation of the proposed
resonator as a function of l4.

Figures 7 and 8 exhibits the star-shaped
resonator as a function of l2 and l4, respectively. In
Fig. 7, by increasing l2 from 6.1 mm to 7.1 mm, the
return-loss in the pass-band becomes better from 17 dB to -21.5 dB. By decreasing l2 from 6.1 mm to
5.1 mm, the attenuation level of the return-loss in

B. Filter design
To eliminate the high frequency harmonics
and obtain a wider stop-band region, it is needed
to add a suppressing cell to the proposed
resonator. Figure 9 exhibits the layout and
frequency response of two C-shaped suppressor
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cells. As shown in Fig. 9, these stubs result in
extra finite transmission zero within the stop-band
that suppress the harmonics and also extends the
stop-band. As indicated in Fig. 10, the
asymmetrical C-shaped stubs have the better passband response due to its -50 dB return-loss, in
comparison with symmetrical C-shaped stubs,
which has -21 dB return-loss. Therefore, using
these asymmetrical C-shaped stubs, the return-loss
for the final structure of the LPF will be better.

Table 1: Dimensions of proposed LPF (mm)
l2=6.1
l3=0.1
l4=2.7
l1=1.5
l5=3.3
l6=0.7
l7=4.5
l8=0.2
l9=0.7
l10=0.5
W1=7
W2=0.1
W3=3.8
W4=3.8
W5=3.5
W6=1.1

Fig. 9. Layout and S-parameter simulation of Cshaped stubs.

Fig. 11. Layout of proposed LPF.

III. SIMULATION AND
MEASUREMENT
The photograph of the fabricated proposed
LPF and also measurement and simulation results,
are shown in Figs. 12 and 13, respectively. The
EM simulation of the LPF is performed by the
ADS software. The suggested LPF is fabricated on
a RT/Duroid 5880 substrate with the dielectric
constant of 2.2, loss-tangent of 0.0009 and height
of 0.508 mm.

Fig. 10. Comparison between S-Parameters of the
symmetrical open stubs and the C-shaped stubs.
The layout of the proposed LPF is shown in
Fig. 11, in which the meander transmission lines
are used to reduce the physical size of the
proposed LPF. The input/output ports are matched
WR  , using two stubs with dimensions of
Lf=2.3 mm and Wf=1.5 mm. The dimensions of
the proposed LPF are as specified in Table 1.

Fig. 12. Photograph of the fabricated LPF.
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Fig. 13. Measured and simulated S-parameter of
the proposed filter.
The measurement is performed by an Agilent
network analyzer. As indicated in Fig. 13, there is
a good agreement between the simulation and
measurement results. The maximum variation of
the group delay of the proposed LPF in the 93% of
the pass-band region is 0.475 ns; which is a very
small amount, nearby an ideal point for a LPF, as
illustrated in Fig. 14. The proposed LPF with -3
dB cutoff frequency of 2.57 GHz has the insertion
loss less than 0.1 dB from DC to 2.391 GHz
(which is about 93% of the pass-band bandwidth).
The stop-band bandwidth is 17.81 GHz (from 2.84
GHz to 20.65 GHz), with the attenuation level
better than -20.5 dB; thus, the expanded stop-band
is 6.93 times of -3 dB cutoff frequency. The
transition-band between -3 dB and -20 dB is about
0.27 GHz. In addition, the overall size of the LPF
is only 11.4 mm u 13.6 mm.

Fig. 14. Group-delay of the proposed LPF.
The performance of the proposed LPF in
comparison with other published works is
summarized in Table 2. Where ȗis the roll-off rate

that is used to evaluate the roll-off sharpness,
which is defined as [15]:
ĮMAX  ĮMIN
,
(3)
ȟ
F S FC
where ĮMAX is the -20 dB attenuation point, ĮMIN is
the -3 dB attenuation point, FS is the -20 dB stopband frequency and Fc is the -3 dB cutoff
frequency.
The Relative Stop-band Bandwidth (RSB) is
given by [15]:
STOPBAND D"
. (4)
23" 
STOPBAND CENTER FREQUENCY
The Normalized Circuit Size (NCS) is applied
to measure the degree of the miniaturization of
different filters and formulated as [15]:
PHYSICAL SIZE LENGTH¾ WIDTH
, (5)
.#3 
ȜG 
where ȜJ is the guided wavelength at -3 dB cutoff
frequency.
The Suppressing Factor (SF) is related to the
suppression in the stop-band and calculated as
[15]:
2EJECTION LEVEL
.
(6)
3& 

The Architecture Factor (AF) can be identified
as the circuit complexity factor, which is signed as
1 when the design is 2D and as 2 when the design
is 3D. Finally, the Figure-of-Merit (FOM) is
defined as [15]:
ȟ ¾ 23"¾ 3&
.
(7)
&/- 
.#3¾ !&
Table 2: Performance comparison of the proposed
LPF with other published works
Ref.
ȗ (dB/GHz) RSB NCS Ȝg2) FOM
[1]
34.48
1.22
0.096
876
[5]
43.58
1.67
0.029
5020
[6]
27.40
0.68
0.009
4140
[9]
24.28
1.65
0.010
6009
[10]
23.53
1.55
0.007
7815
[11]
25.00
1.51
0.008
8022
[12]
28.33
1.03
0.012
4863
[13]
22.66
1.25
0.006
7081
This
62.35
1.52
0.021
9252
work
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According to Table 2, the proposed low-pass
filter has a good RSB and also has the highest rolloff rate and FOM among the published works.

IV. CONCLUSION
In this paper, a LPF using the star-shaped
resonator combined with C-shaped suppressing
cells is designed, fabricated and measured. This
structure leads to a compact size, sharp roll-off
characteristic and an expanded stop-band
bandwidth, as well as good insertion loss and
return-loss in both stop-band and pass-band
region. Also, because of having a simple structure,
the fabrication process is so convenient. The
proposed structure with such a high performance
can be applied in modern high frequency
communication systems as an efficient and merit
LPF.
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